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Cuticle is the most important structure that protects mosquitoes and other insect species from adverse
environmental conditions and infections of microorganism. The physiology and biochemistry of insect
cuticle formation have been studied for many years and our understanding of cuticle formation and
hardening has increased considerably. This is especially true for ﬂexible cuticle. The recent discovery of a
novel enzyme that catalyzes the production of 3,4-dihydroxyphenylacetaldehyde (DOPAL) in insects
provides intriguing insights concerning the ﬂexible cuticle formation in insects. For convenience, the
enzyme that catalyzes the production DOPAL from L-dopa is named DOPAL synthase. In this mini-review,
we summarize the biochemical pathways of cuticle formation and hardening in general and discuss
DOPAL synthase-mediated protein crosslinking in insect ﬂexible cuticle in particular.
© 2017 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
In insects, the cuticle provides protection against physical injury
and ﬂexibility in inter-segmental and joint areas for mobility. The
cuticle covers the body of the insect and acts as an effective barrier
between the insect and its surroundings. It provides protection
against desiccation, microorganisms, and predators, and simultaneously acting as an exoskeleton providing the attachment sites for
muscles (Gibbs et al., 1991; Moussian, 2010; Ortiz-Urquiza and
Keyhani, 2013). Our understanding of cuticular structures has
largely been derived from studies of Diptera and Lepidoptera species (such as Drosophila melanogaster, Manduca sexta, etc.) (Rebers
and Riddiford, 1988; Suderman et al., 2003; Moussian et al.,
2006; Shibata et al., 2010; Pesch et al., 2017). Based on physical
characteristics, cuticle can be further classiﬁed into rigid cuticle and
ﬂexible cuticle (or ﬂexible cuticle structures). Flexible cuticle areas
cover the segmental and joint regions, which allow insects to move
or ﬂy freely. The ability of ﬂexible cuticle to maintain strength and
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stretch to a signiﬁcant degree is believed being closely related to
protein crosslinking. A highly ﬂexible cuticle is particularly crucial
in female mosquitoes because their abdomen must accommodate
blood meal that can be equivalent to their own body weight.
Mosquitoes are disease vectors and cause more human suffering
than any other organisms or insects (Le Coupanec et al., 2013;
Mores et al., 2014; Diouf and Nour, 2017). Over one million people worldwide die from mosquito-borne diseases on yearly basis
(Caraballo and King, 2014). These mosquitoes not only affect
humans, but also have a potential to transmit several diseases to
dogs, horses and other animals. The completion of genomes for
several major disease vectors (i.e. Anopheles gambiae, Aedes aegypti
and Culex quinquefasciatus) represents a major milestone towards
developing a better overall understanding of mosquito physiology
(Holt et al., 2002; Nene et al., 2007; Arensburger et al., 2010). These
genome sequences revealed a number of insect speciﬁc gene families and even mosquito speciﬁc gene/protein families (such as
cuticle-formation/hardening, blood feeding, blood digestion and
ovary/egg development related gene families, etc.) that play
essential physiological roles for mosquito survival. The absence of
these gene families in other species suggests they could be ideal
targets for mosquito control (Jasinskiene et al., 2003; Robich et al.,
2007; Honnen et al., 2016).
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2. Insect cuticular proteins
As most insects undergo metamorphosis, they need to shred off
their old cuticle and synthesize a new one to ﬁt the body shape and
size throughout their life cycles. The newly formed cuticle (Fig. 1),
mainly composed of cuticular proteins, chitin, and sclerotizing reagents, needs to be hardened through the crosslinking between
cuticular proteins and sclerotizing reagents. The ability to adapt to
different environments leads to the success of insects in evolution
and their widespread presence on earth likely is attributable to the
protection of their cuticle. Cuticular proteins and chitin are major
building blocks of insect cuticle. Identiﬁcation of cuticular proteins
and determination of their transcriptional proﬁle are major steps
forward for gaining a better understanding of cuticle formation and
hardening, but exactly how individual cuticular proteins and chitin
integrate to form highly protective cuticle structures remains to be
fully established.
Cuticular protein crosslinking was thought to be involved in
ﬂexible cuticle formation (Tatarenkov et al., 2001; Vavricka et al.,
2011). Cuticular proteins are either synthesized by the epidermal
cells or transported from the hemolymph (Csikos et al., 1999).
Arthropod cuticular proteins constitute a much diverse group
(Andersen et al., 1995). Thirteen families of cuticular proteins have
been reported in arthropods. They were named CPR (RR1, RR2, and
RR3), CPF, CPFL, TWDL, CPAP1, CPAP3, CPLCA, CPLCG, CPLCW,
CPLCP, and CPTC, respectively. Certain motifs or short stretches of
amino acids in cuticular proteins are used for the identiﬁcation of
the proteins families. Some of the families are restricted to a
particular insect order. The features of each family have been
described previously (Willis, 2010; Willis et al., 2012). The majority
of cuticular proteins belong to the family CPR, which has the Rebers
and Riddiford Consensus sequence (R&R Consensus; Pfam motif:
PF00379) and was ﬁrst identiﬁed by Rebers and Riddiford, (1988).
Three subfamilies of CPR cuticular proteins have been reported. i.e.
RR-1, RR-2, and RR-3 (Andersen, 1998, 2000; Karouzou et al., 2007).
The classiﬁcation was based on the presence of a Rebers and Riddiford (RR) consensus that was proposed to have afﬁnity to chitin
(Rebers et al., 1997). Cuticular proteins with RR-1 type domain are
considered as ﬂexible cuticular proteins and those with RR-2 type
domain are predicted as rigid cuticular proteins (Andersen, 2000),
which are used to classify ﬂexible and rigid cuticular proteins in
sequenced insect species in cuticle DB website (Magkrioti et al.,
2004). However, there are exceptions. For example, RR-1 motif
was also found to contribute to the differentiation of rigid cuticle
during ecdysis in insects (Soares et al., 2007; Noh et al., 2015). RR-3
has only been identiﬁed in a few cuticular protein sequences and

Fig. 1. Cuticle structure of insect (modiﬁed from Hackman and Goldberg, 1971).
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their role in cuticle formation remains to be established (Karouzou
et al., 2007; Willis, 2010; Ioannidou et al., 2014). The N-terminal of
the conserved motif of RR contains abundant hydrophilic amino
acids, and the conservation of the sequence is related to the type of
cuticle in which the epidermis is located. The consensus region of
RR-2s, located in rigid cuticle, is conserved, but the consensus motif
of RR-1s in ﬂexible cuticle is variable in many species (Rebers and
Riddiford, 1988; Willis, 2010). The conserved motif of RR has a
binding site for chitin (Andersen et al., 1995) and its molecular
conformation is b sheet, which seems the necessary structural
conformation for interacting with chitin. It has been proposed to
cross link with reactive quinone species when binding with chitin
(Guan et al., 2006; Arakane et al., 2012). Other small families also
have characteristic motifs. The CPF family has no more than 44
conserved amino acid motif (CPF motif: PF 11018) (Togawa et al.,
2007). CPFL (CPF-like) family lacks the conserved 44 amino acid
residues but its C-terminal regions are similar to those of the CPF
family (Togawa et al., 2007). The CPAP1 and CPAP3 families have a
peritrophin-A motif with six distinctly spaced cysteine residues
(ChtBD2 domain: PF 01607); CPAP1 has one and CPAP2 has three
ChtBD2 domains (Jasrapuria et al., 2012). The CPLCA (cuticular
protein of low complexity A), CPLCG, CPLCW and CPLCP families do
not possess the motifs described above for other cuticular protein
families (He et al., 2007; Willis et al., 2012).
Whole genome sequencing of some insects helps identify
cuticular proteins of the insects. Twenty eight cuticular proteins in
CPR family have been reported in Apis mellifera (Consortium, 2006),
101 CPR cuticular protein genes reported in Drosophila melanogaster (Karouzou et al., 2007), 156 CPR genes identiﬁed in
Anopheles gambiae (Cornman et al., 2008), 148 cuticular proteins in
Bombyx mori (Futahashi et al., 2008), and 158 CPR cuticular protein
genes identiﬁed and named in An. sinensis (Liu et al., 2017). Total
cuticular proteins of A. mellifera, Dr. melanogaster, An. gambiae, B.
mori and An. sinensis are 46, 193, 257, 165, and 250, respectively (Liu
et al., 2017). However, the exact number of cuticular protein varies
from different research groups. For example, genome analysis
suggested 238 putative cuticular proteins, including 136 CPR
cuticular proteins in An. sinensis (Zhou et al., 2017), which is slightly
different from what reported by another group (Liu et al., 2017).
Cuticular proteins play an important role in determining the
diverse physical properties of cuticle by interactions among
themselves and with chitin (Neville, 1993). The unique localization
and cross-linking of speciﬁc cuticular proteins may be critical for
the roles individual cuticular proteins plays. Flexibility or rigidity of
cuticles is determined by the degree of cross-linking of some
cuticular proteins together with dehydration. However, the functional signiﬁcance and precise locations of cuticular proteins within
a cuticle in insect are still not well established. Studies demonstrated that AgamCPF3 protein is localized in the adult exocuticle,
while AgamCPLCG3/4 proteins are restricted to the endocuticle in
An. gambiae (Vannini et al., 2014). CPR family RR-1s were localized
in the procuticle of the soft intersegmental membrane except for
one protein found in the endocuticle of rigid cuticle, while CPR
family RR-2s were consistently found in rigid cuticle and not in
ﬂexible cuticle (Vannini and Willis, 2017). In Dr. melanogaster a
single cuticular protein, Obstructor-E was reported being able to
control the whole body shape of the ﬂy (Tajiri et al., 2017). In the
silk worm, Bombyx mori, mutation of the BmorCPR2 gene was
described for being responsible for an abnormal distribution of
internodes and intersegmental folds, leading to reductions in chitin
content and decrease of tensile/stretch properties in larval cuticle
(Qiao et al., 2014). Functional studies in the beetle Tribolium castaneum suggested the roles of four major cuticular proteins
(TcCPR27, TcCPR18, TcCPR4 and TcCP30) in cuticle integrity and
property and adult eclosion (Noh et al., 2016).
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In addition, several cuticular proteins are differentially
expressed in insecticide resistant and susceptible strains in Culex
pipiens pallens (Wang et al., 2015), Aedes aegypti (Pothikasikorn
et al., 2010), An. gambiae (Nkya et al., 2014), An. stephensi (Vontas
et al., 2007) and An. sinensis (Zhou et al., 2017). Experimental
studies indicated that cuticular proteins could alter the sensitivity
to deltamethrin in C. pipiens pallens (Fang et al., 2015). The possible
involvement of some cuticular proteins in pesticide resistance may
be through changing the cuticle property; thereby impeding the
absorbance of insecticides.

3. Insect cuticle pigmentation
Cuticle pigmentation is a part of cuticle formation and hardening process. Numbers of chemical pigments, i.e., melanins,
pterins, ommochromes, antraquinones, aphins, tertapyrroles, carotenoids and ﬂavonoids/anthocyanins, are components of a variety of insect colors (Shamim et al., 2014). Among them, melanins,
produced by tyrosine metabolism, are most extensively studied.
Fig. 2 illustrates the commonly considered biochemical pathway
involved in cuticle pigmentation and hardening in insects. This is
often referred tyrosine-mediated cuticle pigmentation and sclerotization. Sclerotin is believed one of important cuticle components
in insects, but the exact structure is poorly deﬁned. N-acetyldopamine (NADA) and N-b-alanyldopamine (NBAD) have been proposed the crosslinking precursors. It has been generally accepted
that upon oxidation, their corresponding reactive quinones react
with cuticular proteins, leading to the formation of insect sclerotins. Dopamine, derived from tyrosine, is the key component for the
synthesis of both NADA and NBAD. Tyrosine is ﬁrst hydroxylated to

3,4-dihydroxyphenylalanine (dopa) by a tyrosine hydroxylase (TH)
and the latter is then decarboxylated by dopa decarboxylase to
dopamine (Andersen, 2010; Han et al., 2010; Vavricka et al., 2014).
Dopamine can be either acetylated by arylalkylamine N-acetyltransferase (aaNAT) to produce NADA (Mehere et al., 2011; Han
et al., 2012) or conjugated with b-alanine to synthesize NBAD by
N-b-alanyl dopamine synthase (Ebony protein) in the presence of
ATP (Hovemann et al., 1998). The tan gene encodes a hydroxylase,
capable for hydrolyzing NBAD to dopamine and b-alanine (True
et al., 2005) and the regulation of Ebony and tan protein is
believed playing a key role in relating intensity of cuticle melanization and sclerotization (Wright, 1987). These catecholamine derivatives, which are synthesized in the epidermal cells and secreted
into the cuticle, are the important elements of epidermal pigmentation and sclerotin. Hemolymphs can also produce the catecholamines as well as materials for the formation of cuticle (Wright,
1987). During cuticle hardening, phenoloxidase (PO) (in some
species their laccases) oxidizes NADA and NBAD to their o-quinones
that then react with nucleophilic groups in cuticular proteins
(Andersen and Roepstorff, 1982; Vincent and Wegst, 2004;
Suderman et al., 2006), leading to their crosslinking or cuticle
coloration. Four different coloration pathways are believed being
involved in Drosophila melanogaster. The Yellow proteins are
required to produce black melanin. Among them, yellow-f and
yellow f2 have been demonstrated being directly involved in
melanization reaction by mediating conversion of dopachrome to
5,6-dihydroxyl indole (Walter et al., 1991; Han et al., 2002;
Wittkopp et al., 2002), while ebony protein plays central role in
the formation of tan pigments (Hovemann et al., 1998; Wittkopp
et al., 2002). Dopamine melanin may be involved in the brownblack coloration. However, the detailed process leading to
different coloration, including biochemical and molecular regulation of substrates and enzymes, remains to be substantiated.
Cuticle melanization has been studied in many insect species.
PO, dopachrome conversion enzyme (DCE) and dopa decarboxylase
(DDC) are the key enzymes in cuticle melanization. Reactive quinones, derived from NADA and NBAD, are considered major cuticular protein crosslinking agents. NADA-quinone and/or NBADquinone-mediated cuticular protein crosslinking (or sclerotization) and cuticle melanization likely are primary biochemical processes involved in the formation of rigid cuticle in many species, but
it is questionable if they equally apply to the formation of ﬂexible
cuticle.
4. DDC and DOPAL synthase in insects

Fig. 2. Chemical pathway of cuticle pigmentation in Drosophila. The ﬁgure was
modiﬁed from True at al. (2005). L-dopa as the precursor is catalyzed by different
enzymes to constitute four different color rigid cuticles in Drosophila melanogaster.
aaNAT, arylamine N-acetyltransferase; DDC, dopa decarboxylase; Ebony, Ebony protein; NADA, N-acetyldopamine; NBAD, N-b-alanyldopamine; PAH, phenylalanine hydroxylase; PO, phenoloxidase; Tan, Tan protein; TH, tyrosine hydroxylase. (For
interpretation of the references to colour in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to
the web version of this article.)

Insect DDC, often termed aromatic amino acid decarboxylase
(AAAD), is a pyridoxal phosphate dependent enzyme. This enzyme
catalyzes decarboxylation of L-dopa and 5-hydroxyl-tryptophan
(HTP) to dopamine and 5-hydroxytrptamine (5-HT), respectively in
mammals (Sourkes, 1966). Many vertebrate, including mammals,
indeed contains only a single DDC gene and the enzyme catalyzes
the decarboxylation of both dopa and HTP, which likely explains
why it was often named AAAD. Differing from vertebrate species,
insects have several different DDC-like genes based on available
sequenced insect genomes. For example, Drosophila melanogaster
possesses ﬁve genes sharing high sequence identity with DDC.
According to the latest gene annotations, Drosophila DDC-like genes
include one typical DDC, two tyrosine decarboxylase-like proteins,
and two a-methyl dopa (AMD) resistant proteins. In mosquitoes, 6
to 7 DDC-like genes have been found for the high sequence identity
(about 50%) in this gene family. DDC in insects appears multifunctional, which contrasts to mammalian DDC. Insect DDC, like
their mammalian counterparts, is responsible for the formation of
some key neurotransmitters (Livingstone and Tempel, 1983;
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Osborne, 1996), but moreover, this insect DDC is also involved in
other physiological processes, such as immune responses (Nappi
et al., 1992; Davis et al., 2008), cuticle hardening (Huang et al.,
2005; Paskewitz and Andreev, 2008) and egg-tanning (Ferdig
et al., 1996).
It was indicated that Ae. aegypti homologue proteins of
Drosophila AMD resistant proteins, encoded by AAEL010734 and
AAEL010735 genes, are involved in the formation of protective,
ﬂexible cuticle in mosquitoes (Vavricka et al., 2011). These two
genes had been named aromatic amino acid decarboxylase (AAAD)
based on their high sequence identity (51%) to mosquito DDC
(AAEL014238). Although the predicted AAAD proteins use L-dopa as
a substrate, they catalyze production of DOPAL instead of any aromatic amines. This highly reactive aldehyde derivative can directly
participate in cuticular protein crosslinking. The Ae. aegypti proteins have been named DOPAL synthases and the transcriptional
proﬁle is closely correlated with cuticle development.
Early studies reported that some fruit ﬂies are vulnerable
(Sparrow and Wright, 1974) and some are resistant (Sherald and
Wright, 1974) to AMD in their food supplies. Subsequently, the
vulnerable or resistant phenotype was linked with a DDC-like gene,
called AMD-resistant (AMD-r) gene. It was later demonstrated that
Drosophila AMD-resistant protein is resistant to the toxic compound, AMD (Black et al., 1987; Wang et al., 1996). Transcripts of the
AMD-r gene were detected in ovaries, in segment areas of the
developing embryo and also in foregut, hindgut and the tracheal
system. Noticeable defects in ﬂexible cuticular structures have been
observed in AMD-r gene mutants (Marsh and Wright, 1986; Wang
and Marsh, 1995; Wang et al., 1996). Presence of AMD-r gene in
many Drosophila species was subsequently discussed (Tatarenkov
et al., 2001). Despite numerous efforts in trying to determine the
speciﬁc activities/functions of Drosophila AMD resistant proteins,
what exactly AMD resistant proteins do remained a mystery before
the mosquito homologues were identiﬁed as DOPAL synthases
(Vavricka et al., 2011). These previous studies have led to a general
consensus that the AMD resistant gene is somehow related to the
formation of un-melanized, ﬂexible cuticle. Subsequent sequence
comparative analysis and biochemical characterization of two
Drosophila AMD resistant proteins demonstrated that both have the
activity of DOPAL synthases (Tatarenkov et al., 2001; Vavricka et al.,
2011).
It is intriguing that DDC and DOPAL synthase share high
sequence identity, but mediate rather different chemical reactions.
Decarboxylases are pyridoxal-5-phosphate (PLP) containing proteins. This PLP cofactor in DDC associates with its protein in a Schiffbase linkage formed through the aldehyde group of PLP and amino
group of a conserved lysine residue (Lys302). The carboxyl group of
D270 and the protonated pyridine nitrogen of PLP form a salt
bridge, which is conserved in many PLP-containing enzymes. The
PLP pyridine ring is stacked between residues A272 and H192. The
phosphate moiety of PLP interacts with residues A148, S149 and
N299 as well as with F103 from the other enzyme monomer of the
dimer complex (Han et al., 2010). Although sequence comparison
(Fig. 3) shows that Drosophila DDC and DOPAL synthase share
similar cofactor binding residues, there is an apparent difference in
chemical properties of PLP-binding residue between DDC and
DOPAL. H192 and N192 occupy a similar position in the DDC and
DOPAL synthase and the two residues seem to play dictating role in
DDC and DOPAL-mediated reaction processes, respectively. Mutation of N192 or H192 in DOPAL synthase and H192 to N192 changed
essentially the DDC mutant to a DAPOL synthase or a DOPAL synthase to DDC (Liang et al., 2017).
It has been commonly accepted that formation of quinonoid
intermediate accounts for DDC-mediated reaction (Eliot and Kirsch,
2004). In PLP-mediated reactions, the possible chemical
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mechanisms, in general, are well-predicted and quite reasonable,
but for enzyme mediated process, some subtle differences may lead
major difference in their catalytic pathways. In DDC-mediated reaction, a unidentiﬁed residue functioning as a proton acceptor was
proposed (Eliot and Kirsch, 2004) and our data suggest that H192
plays the key role for DDC-mediated process (Liang et al., 2017). The
Asn192 in DOPAL synthase occupies essentially identical position as
His192 in DDC, but inability for Asn192 in accepting or donating
protein appears to impact largely the subsequent reaction of the
reactive quinonoid. As a result, this intermediate reacts with oxygen, which is believed being driven by the instability of the
quinonoid intermediate (Liang et al., 2017). Fig. 4 illustrates the
proposed mechanisms for DDC- and DAPOL synthase-mediated
reactions, respectively. These comparative studies complement
the mechanism proposed for decarboxylase-catalyzed reaction and
new insight toward comprehensive understanding of DOPAL
synthase-mediated process.
A BLAST search according to the sequence identity and signature
residues now suggests that DOPAL synthase is present in most insect species. Knockout studies in Aedes aegypti and Anopheles
gambiae using their newly oviposited eggs showed that no embryo
hatched in all injected experiment eggs (injected more 100 eggs in
several experiments), while eggs injected with different control
DNA displayed hatching rate at 50e60% (the knockdown process
leads to embryo injury, not all injected embryos are able to survival). It is disappointed for not being able to obtain observable
phenotype, but inability to obtain phenotypic form through the
procedure clearly suggests the importance of DOPAL synthase (Li
et al. unpublished data).
5. Functions of DOPAL synthase in insects
As described above, L-dopa is the key precursor for the cuticle
tanning and melanization pathway in the formation of rigid cuticle,
but L-dopa is also the immediate precursor for the production of
DOPAL predicted to crosslink cuticular proteins in ﬂexible cuticle
(Vavricka et al., 2010, 2014). DOPAL, produced by DOPAL synthase,
is highly reactive, and can directly participate in protein crosslinking through its interaction with free amino groups on cuticular
proteins (such as the free amine from lysine residues). This might
be somewhat comparable with the stabilization process of elastin
and collagen in humans and many other species. Newly formed
elastin and collagen ﬁbers are fragile, but cross-linked ﬁbers have
very high tensile strength. During their maturation, some lysine
and hydroxyl-lysine residues in elastin and collagen are oxidized to
aldehyde derivatives by lysine oxidase (Narayanan et al., 1978; Miao
et al., 2005; Kumashiro et al., 2006). While there are several lysine
oxidases in human and many other species, there is no single
similar enzyme is present in insects after extensive search. For
mosquitoes and many other insects, the ability to achieve rapid
formation of protective cuticle is vital (due in part to their relatively
short life-span). Because sclerotization and pigmentation reactions
lead to the formation of rigid, pigmented cuticle, these reactions
likely are avoided in the ﬂexible cuticle hardening process. Production of DOPAL from dopa by DOPAL synthase, apparently, is
much more rapid than the oxidation of lysine residues to aldehyde
derivatives in large protein molecules by lysine oxidase.
Based on the high reactivity of DOPAL, the defects of ﬂexible
cuticle structures in Drosophila DOPAL synthase gene mutants, and
the preferential transcription of DOPAL synthase in mosquito
abdomen where ﬂexible cuticle is dominant, it is reasonable to
propose that DOPAL-mediated cuticular protein crosslinking is a
novel, efﬁcient strategy utilized by mosquitoes to produce protective, yet highly ﬂexible cuticle in a timely manner. In DOPAL
synthase-catalyzed reactions, oxygen is converted to hydrogen
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Fig. 3. Sequence comparison of Drosophila DDC (NP724164) and DOPAL synthase/amd resistant protein A (NP_476592). Letters with blue and red background are fully conserved
and strongly conserved amino acid residues, respectively. Residues interacting with PLP are labeled with “*”, different residues binding PLP between two enzymes is labeled with
“#”. K303 in DOPAL synthase and K302 in DDC are involved in the formation of the internal aldimine with PLP. The ruler for residue numbers are for Drosophila DDC. (For
interpretation of the references to colour in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

Fig. 4. The proposed mechanistic role of His192 and Ans192 in typical decarboxylation and decarboxylation-oxidative deamination catalyzed by DDC and DOPAL synthase
respectively (Liang et al., 2017).

Fig. 5. The chemical reactions catalyzed by DDC and DOPAL synthase.
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peroxide (H2O2) during the oxidative deamination process (Fig. 5).
Under normal circumstances, both DOPAL and H2O2 are toxic
compounds. While H2O2 can be inactivated by catalase, DOPAL
would be highly toxic due to its ability to inactivate and aggregate
proteins if allowed to circulate. Within regions of ﬂexible cuticle
production, however, H2O2 might promote further oxidation of the
DOPAL catechol ring, leading to further cuticular protein crosslinking. Therefore, this highly toxic pathway of dopa to DOPAL may
play a vital role in the production of protective ﬂexible cuticle
through mediating protein crosslinking.
It is interesting to discover DOPAL synthase because there is no
MAO in insects and cannot produce DOPAL directly from dopamine
(Vavricka et al., 2014). DOPAL synthase mediates a complicated, but
some details steps in catalysis remain to be elucidated. Evolvement
of DOPAL synthase in insects apparently was an adaption of insects
to better survival in their living environments. The data regarding
this insect enzyme and its possible mechanisms should provide the
momentum for a comprehensive understanding of its role in cuticle
formation.
6. Conclusion and perspectives
New functions could be evolved from an existing protein or a
similar protein, which is driven essentially by environmental forces
during adaptation. Defect of unpigmented, ﬂexible cuticle constructions in Drosophila amd-r gene mutants, suggests a clear
requirement for the functions of this protein in cuticle formation.
Presence of DOPAL synthases might somewhat decrease cuticle
sclerotization by NADA and NBAD and melanization by channeling
L-dopa to DOPAL; thereby increasing the ﬂexibility of articular
structures. Although there have been a number of studies concern
DOPAL synthase, many aspects concerning the enzyme and its
catalytic reaction remain to be clariﬁed, especially the speciﬁc
interaction of DOPAL with the major cuticular proteins and the
relationship of the DOPAL synthase and other cuticle hardening
enzymes (TH, PO, DDC, etc.) involved in the formation of rigid
cuticle. More speciﬁcally, since the ﬂexible cuticle of mosquito is
associated with the physiological, ethological and immunological
functions, the mechanisms for preventing ﬂexible cuticle to form
rigid ones should be particularly interesting. With the advent of
new biochemical and molecular biological tools, the enzyme
function in cuticle formation and insect immune responses should
be clear established in the near future.
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